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If then I am not for myself, then who is for me?
And, if I am only for myself, then what am I?
And, if not now, when?
— Hillel, Pirke Avot 1:14
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Lafcadio Hearn and
His Creole Japan
S. Frederick Starr
“I would give anything to be a literary Columbus - to
discover a Romantic America in some West Indian or
North African or Oriental region.”
Lafcadio Hearn to H. E. Krehbiel,
Life and Letters, I, p.289.
“Our whole existence seems to [an Oriental]
disgustingly immoral.”
Lafcadio Hearn to Ellwood Hendrick,
Life and Letters, II, p.219.
Judging by the response of Western visitors to Japan,
Winston Churchill’s famous quip about Russia – that it is
a “riddle wrapped in an enigma” – should have been
applied instead to that island country. What tourist does
not come away thoroughly puzzled over something
encountered there? How many experts have “solved” the
puzzle of Japanese society by analyzing its religion,
history, or child-rearing, only to be followed by other
experts and other explanations? In the process, Japan
seems transformed from a physical country to a concept;
that is, an abstract problem that frustrates our Euclidean
rules of geometry while giving no hint of the nonEuclidean system needed to solve it.
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Western efforts to decipher Japan and the Japanese
are nothing new. The moment Commodore Perry’s
“black ships” sailed into Yokohama harbor in 1853 a
whole industry was born. Most of the Western travelers
who built this tradition of inquiry were not academic
specialists but ordinary people seeking answers to a
problem that Japan itself threw in their face. What, they
ask, are the sources of Japan’s distinctive approach to
just about everything? How did this way of life arise in
the past and what bearing will it have on Japan’s future?
Among the nineteenth century pioneers at writing in
regard to those questions was the Portuguese diplomat
Wenceslau de Moraes (1854-1929), who abandoned a
promising career in order to settle in Tokyo and to
unburden himself of five books on Japan. Another was
Basil Hall Chamberlain (1850-1935), a British writer
who spent forty years showing the most benign sides of
Japanese life.
Americans participated as well. Among the earliest
was the astronomer Percival Lowell (1855-1916) who,
after arguing that Mars was once populated by wondrous
beings, proceeded to “discover” Japan. His picture of the
Japanese as “the happiest people in the world” was the
mirror image of his own dour fellow Bostonians.
After World War II such philosophizing by
generalists gave way to research by a generation of
specialized scholars, of whom Edmund Reischauer of
Harvard was only the best known among a group that
includes John Hall of Yale and Marius Jansen of
Princeton. Yet the older tradition of generalists seeking
to come to terms with Japan’s distinctiveness continues
with a vengeance. Writings by Clyde Prestowitz, Karel
van Wolferen, James Fallows and Donald Richie offer
wildly opposing pictures of Japan but share a common
passion for “solving” the problem of Japan’s identity.
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Arguably the greatest writer in this genre was also
one of the first, Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904). In a dozen
fat volumes of description, analysis, and stories on
Japanese themes, not to mention a further half dozen
volumes of letters, this fourteen-year resident of Japan
introduced to the reading public a noble old culture that
was distinctive and praiseworthy in just about every
respect. The myriad virtues Hearn found in Japan were
the obverse of the West’s flaws, yet they were now under
threat from the West. Hearn’s most enduring
achievement was to have placed his formidable skills as a
writer in the defense of what today we may call “Asian
values” and to have presented them both as an antidote
to Western non-values and as a good in themselves.
Few would have expected such insights from Hearn
when he showed up in Yokohama in April, 1890, on
assignment from Harper’s Weekly. Without formal
schooling beyond the secondary level, he spoke no
Japanese at the time of his arrival, knew little of Japanese
history, was totally disinterested in its economy, and
cared not a whit about the country’s politics. This is not
surprising, since Hearn’s professional resumé consisted
mainly of twelve years (1878-1890) as a journalist and
freelancer in New Orleans and the West Indies and,
eight years before that, in Cincinnati as a cub reporter
for the Enquirer. His plan in Japan was to continue
exploring the country for as long as possible on money
from Harper’s. Realizing, however, that he had no
contract, he bombarded his editor with letters of such
extravagant nastiness that Harper’s cut him off without a
penny, leaving him stranded.
Hearn’s response to this self-inflicted blow was to go
native. He settled into the first job he could find –
teaching English at a secondary school in the ancient
and picturesque town of Matsue on the western coast of
Honshu. When a Japanese colleague suggested that a
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Japanese wife might keep him warm and well-fed, he
married the daughter of an impoverished local samurai.
In order to register the marriage, he was required to
adopt a Japanese name, which he did, by combining the
geographical name of the Matsue district, Yakumo, with
his wife’s family name of Koizumi. And when eventually
his wife bore him four children, he knew they could not
inherit his property unless he adopted Japanese
citizenship, which he did. And also Japanese dress. His
eldest son, Kazuo, recalled the surprise of a Japanese
guest who, clad in suit and tie for a meeting with the
former Englishman, found himself received by Yakumo
Koizumi wearing the traditional yukata and obi.
All this may have reflected Hearn’s belief that a
writer must get close to his subject; that “one must be
Egyptian to write of Egypt.”1 Yet he was always critical
of “Japanesy” Westerners and believed the best insights
came not from pseudo-native role-playing but from
careful observation. Hearn the observer was himself a
sight to behold. His left eye was so grotesquely enlarged
from a childhood accident that when meeting someone
for the first time the diminutive journalist would cover it
with his hand, moving close in order to peer up at the
person with his myopic right eye. Examining a person or
place, he moved around his object like a beagle on the
scout, or like a bee exploring a bed of flowers.
Yet observe he did, and with uncanny skill. Hearn
brought to his task the eye of an anthropologist and
folklorist, the ears of a linguist and musicologist, and the
mind of a comparativist and philosopher. For half a
century, his depiction of Japan defined that country for
most American, British, and Western European readers.
The influence of his views is still felt today.
Amazingly, Japanese readers recognized themselves
in Hearn’s writings, which they translated and issued in
large editions. Even today, most educated Japanese are
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familiar with Yakumo Koizumi, the Westerner who fell
in love with their country while seeking to delve into its
enigmas and solve its riddles. Hearn’s books are still to
be found in the curriculum of Japanese schools. And his
samurai house in Matsue stands today as a museum and
shrine to the memory of the man who, as a Tokyo
contemporary put it, was “the most eloquent and
truthful interpreter of the Japanese mind.”2
A self-described “impressionist,” Hearn loathed the
tidy schematizing favored by modern social scientists.
But reflections scattered over thousands of pages of his
fiction and non-fiction add up to a framework that, for
all its ambiguities and contradictions, enabled him to
give a degree of order to the myriad impressions he so
masterfully gathered and conveyed to readers. This
conception is comprised of four main elements.
First is the notion of authenticity. Like Darwin,
Marx, and most other nineteenth century Europeans,
Hearn was preoccupied with the problem of change. But
to a far greater degree than most of his contemporaries,
his first concern was not with the process by which
traditional societies are modernized but with the bedrock
social institutions and cultural norms that form the point
of departure for that transformation.
In Hearn’s view all societies are not born equal.
Some, like those of ancient Greece, China, Persia, or
Japan, attained what Hegel had called “world-historical”
significance thanks to the richness and texture of their
traditional culture. Nearly all of these cultures decayed
over time, however. Japan’s distinction was to have
retained the vitality of its authentic culture right down to
the opening of the country in the nineteenth century. It
owed this good fortune to the long self-imposed isolation
that stretched from the beginning of the Tokugawa era
in 1600 to its end in 1853. Hearn’s good fortune was to
have landed a first job not in Tokyo, where the old
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values were fast disappearing, but in old-fashioned
Matsue, where many of the fine customs of yore were
still observed.
Hearn idealized the antique habits and values of
Matsue as the very essence of authentic Japan. Like the
eighteenth century German theologian and philosopher
Johann Gottfried Herder, who was the first European to
celebrate ethnic distinctiveness as a good in itself, Hearn
lauded everything that made life in old Matsue different.
Observing his in-laws and neighbors in their daily
routines, he reveled in their “benevolence, sense of duty,
simplicity, unselfish sobriety, contentment, and
communal restraint.”3 Such qualities were particularly
evident among the “delicate classes” but could also be
discerned in the youthful jinriksha driver who refused to
pass a slower elder on the road out of respect for the
latter’s age. This authentic Japan sometimes used
coercion to preserve group values and lacked the moral
freedom that comes with Western-style individualism.
But, in most other respects, it was so fresh and bright a
civilization that its artists had not even thought of
depicting shadows in their paintings, except those cast by
moonlight.
Second, Hearn saw this idyllic life as being under
total assault. Railroads, telegraphs, factories, and
modern education were destroying all that had made
Japan admirable. He was sure that the gentle old
morality would soon yield to selfishness, individualism,
and greed. Japan would be dragged down to the level of
Europe and America, even to the point that its artists
and thinkers would come to discern and depict shadows
“in nature, in life, and in thought.”4
Hearn was an early practitioner of the kind of
victimology that is so widespread today. He was certain
that authentic Japan was being challenged5 and that its
tormentor was the West, with its amoral civilization
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based on “wolfish struggle.”6 It has often been said that
the most forceful critics of imperialism were Westerners
themselves, and that their arguments were then taken up
by subject peoples in their struggle against the Occident.
Hearn was a deep-dyed hater of the West and what he
dismissingly termed “civilization.” He spoke of Western
progress as a “fraud” and an “abomination” that will
choke off all art and lead to the “depths of
degradation.”7 “I have come to the conclusion,” he
announced, “that [Western] civilization is a cold and
vapid humbug.”8 Reading Hearn, some Japanese drew
the same conclusions.
Third, Hearn believed that this non-civilization of
the Occident would succeed in its effort to subvert and
destroy authentic Japan. Again, he looked to his beloved
Matsue. The authentic values still surviving there had
been “moulded by etiquette, classical culture and homelaw.”9 Those who were the bearers of this culture were
“too fine and too frail for the brutal civilization that is
going to crush them all out – every one of them.”10 All
the Matsues of Japan were doomed, as he confirmed
during residencies in the rapidly Westernizing towns of
Kumamoto and Kobe. Japan’s new urban archetype
would be the monster-city of Tokyo, “detestable Tokyo,”
with its unprecedented forms of misery more squalid
even than what exists in the West.11
Fourth, the new Japan may have been loathsome in
Hearn’s eyes yet over time he came to believe it capable
of standing up to the West. This possibility first dawned
on him as he followed Japan’s rising militarism in the
1890s. The entire world saw this when a rapidly
industrializing Japan trounced Russia on both land and
sea in 1904-5, the first instance in modern times of an
Asian force triumphing over European arms. But such
victories had a dark side, for they marked the final end of
authentic Japan. Even if the new sternness and ferocity
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had roots in the samurai past, as Hearn acknowledged,
in their modern form they were antithetical to the
gentler aspects of the traditional culture he so loved. This
culture of “fairy Japan” was doomed and would
henceforth exist only in dreams.
Had it ever really existed? By the time he moved to
Tokyo in 1895, Hearn rejected his own early depictions
of Japanese life as the effusions of first love and an
“illusion.”12 With deep sadness he concluded that in spite
of the centuries of isolation the primordial culture with
which he had fallen in love was already dead or dying by
the time he arrived in Yokohama. “What is there, after
all, to love in Japan except what is passing away?” he
rued. “Remember,” he cautioned other foreigners who
were captivated by the arts of old Japan, “that here all is
enchantment, that you have fallen under the spell of the
dead . . . .”13
Whence came such insights? How was it that Hearn,
more than anyone before him, recognized and
appreciated the authentic values of Tokugawa Japan,
sensed the danger to them posed by the modern West,
predicted their demise at the hands of industrialization
and individualism, yet appreciated the possibility that a
modernized and Westernized Japan could compete
successfully with the West on the West’s own terms? And
finally, whence came his startling and seemingly
contradictory assertion that authentic Japan as he had
known and loved it had already been dead at the time he
first encountered it, and his love an illusion?
Yakumo Koizumi’s gifts as an observer are
undeniable. Yet they account neither for the sharpness
and sweep of his views on Japanese life nor for the sheer
passion with which he developed them and presented
them to his readers.
Hearn traveled light. A contemporary sketch of him
as he departed New York for Yokohama shows him
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trudging along with a small satchel, no overcoat, and a
single suitcase. His possessions were few and each time
he moved he would leave with friends a bundle of letters
and manuscripts and then start over, like a gypsy. Yet if
he traveled light in a material sense he arrived in Japan
with a veritable steamer trunk full of ideas. These
notions about the world had been formed above all
during his years in Louisiana and the West Indies. Far
from jettisoning them as he struggled to make sense of
his experiences in Matsue and elsewhere, he reverted to
them again and again. Both the questions he asked and
the answers he reached arose not so much from the
circumstances of his new Japanese life but from his prior
experiences in New Orleans and Martinique. So
thoroughly was his conception of Japan shaped by his
sojourn in Louisiana and the Caribbean that it is no
exaggeration to speak of Lafcadio Hearn’s “Creole
Japan.”
Most of his friends would have been astonished by
this claim. It seemed to them that his stay in the Crescent
City had been notable mainly for his single-minded
devotion to debauchery. An aura of sexual extravagance
and decadence hung over him, causing many to consider
his New Orleans life to have been “base and gross.”14
Accordingly, it has been customary to assume that the
only bearing Louisiana and the West Indies had on
Hearn’s conception of Japan was to serve as a foil, the
negative antipode against which everything positive
about Japan came more clearly into focus.
A closer examination of his Louisiana and
Caribbean years reveals the opposite to be more nearly
true. Hearn’s conception of Japan was formed as much
in the American tropics as in Matsue or Tokyo.
Louisiana was the laboratory in which he worked out his
understanding of the interaction of past and future, of
tradition and modernity. The conclusions he reached in
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New Orleans had only to be transferred to Matsue and
elaborated. In short, continuity, not contrast, mark
Lafcadio Hearn’s transition to Yakumo Koizumi. To
understand Hearn’s picture of Japan, which to some
extent still influences our own views today, it is therefore
necessary to explore his perspective on Louisiana and
Martinique.
Hearn had sought out Louisiana as a relief from the
cold bustle and money-grubbing he encountered in
Cincinnati. The Queen City had only recently lost to
Chicago the honor of being the biggest city west of the
Alleghenies. In Hearn’s day, Cincinnati was a cauldron
of stockyards, meat-packing houses, tanneries, and soap
makers. As a cub reporter for the Enquirer he specialized
in depicting the most violent and macabre aspects of this
world, including the gruesome tanyard murders, the
account of which established his reputation as a
sensationalist.
But Hearn hated all this and, in 1878, he escaped to
what he hoped would be the more serene and gentle
environment of New Orleans. After seven months spent
walking the streets he found stable employment as
assistant editor of the Daily City Item and then, after three
years, as assistant editor of the Times-Democrat. Having
learned French at the same Catholic boarding school in
Rouen attended by Guy de Maupassant, he was able to
launch his new life by translating news stories and belleslettres from the Parisian papers. He also found time to
freelance for Harper’s and other national periodicals.
For the Item he penned daily pieces on local life by
drawing on impressions gained from his endless prowling
through the byways of the Crescent City. These New
Orleans feuilletons have the same specificity and detail as
his later writings on Japan. He also explored the Lake
Borgne area of Louisiana in 1883 for Harper’s, roamed
the Bayou Teche country on assignment for the Times10	
  

Democrat, and traveled to Florida in 1887 in search of
further tropical exotica to describe. Most important, in
1884 he spent a vacation on remote Grande Isle in the
Mississippi Delta, a sojourn that was to have important
consequences for his views on Louisiana and, by
extension, on Japan.
Hearn’s antipathy to polite society was notorious. A
self-described “demophobe,”15 he was distrustful of
successful men and was sure his deformed eye made him
disagreeable to women. This caused him to flee the
drawing rooms of genteel New Orleans to the more
accepting lower ranks of society. He caroused with an
Irish gangster, hung around the levee with black
stevedores, and patronized prostitutes of every color. All
this gave him direct access to local folklore and even the
world of voodoo, about which he wrote in convincing
detail, just as he was later to write on Chinese ghosts and
the esoteric folk beliefs of Japan.
In spite of his demophobia, Hearn formed ties with
several members of the New Orleans intelligentsia. A few
of these, like the Times-Democrat’s editor Page Baker or
reporter Elizabeth Bisland, later Hearn’s biographer,
were Anglo-Saxons. Most were Creoles. Among the
circle of Hearn’s intimates were the great historian of
French and Spanish Louisiana, Charles Gayarre; the
novelist and priest to the Choctaws, Pere Adrien
Emmanuel Rouquette; and young Leona Queyrouze,
the only woman member of the Athenée Louisianais.
Along with such francophone Creoles was the Cubanborn medical pioneer Dr. Rudolph Matas, whom Hearn
pumped for details of Spanish colonial life.
All these men and women were deeply imbued with
the life and culture of the waning Latin Creole
population of Louisiana, as opposed to the people of
English, Irish, or German stock who constituted the
majority and already dominated the political and
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economic life of New Orleans. It is revealing that
Hearn’s closest confidant among the Anglo intelligentsia
was George Washington Cable, who shared Hearn’s
attraction to the life of the old Creole elite and expressed
that fascination in several novels on Creole New Orleans
published during Hearn’s residency in the city. One of
these, The Grandissimes, can be read as a precursor to
Hearn’s own writings about the samurai elite of Matsue.
In addition to participating in local literary life,
Hearn reached out to explore worlds beyond New
Orleans. His old Cincinnati friend Charles D. Krehbiel,
later renowned as a music critic, inspired Hearn to study
all the world’s great cultures. He read the Sanskrit and
Finnish epics and drew on both Chinese and Japanese
folklore to produce a volume entitled Stray Leaves from
Strange Literatures (1884). When the Japanese government
sent a large exhibition to the Cotton Centennial
Exposition held in New Orleans in 1885 Hearn was
there, taking in everything with his one good eye.
Hearn’s goal in coming to Louisiana had been to
lose himself in a world that appeared to be the antithesis
of the hard-driving and cynical business life of
Cincinnati. After a decade in New Orleans, however, the
city’s veneer of romance had worn off for him, exposing
the same egotism and money-grubbing that he had fled
from in the North. Once more he searched the world for
a place that represented an alternative to modern
industrial culture. He had long since fallen under the
spell of the beguiling music of the New Orleans-born
composer Louis Moreau Gottschalk. Following
Gottschalk’s lead, he set out in 1888 for the old city of St.
Pierre on the island of Martinique. Here he found “an
idealized tropicalized glorified old New Orleans,” more
authentically Creole than the Crescent City itself and, as
an island, sheltered somewhat from the incursions of
modern industrial culture. Curiously, artist Paul
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Gauguin arrived at nearly the same time in search of the
same qualities. Two years later Hearn departed for
another island presumed to be even more out of reach of
modern business culture: Japan.
What were Hearn’s main impressions of Louisiana
and Martinique and how did he account for what he
observed there? When he arrived in New Orleans he was
a journalist and translator whose interests ran more to
the bizarre and sensational than to ruminations about
the fate of societies. But the city challenged him to think
more deeply. It was there that he first encountered what
was so conspicuously absent in the fluid commercial
whirl of Cincinnati, namely a rooted local life that was as
attractive to him as it was authentic. This world focused
in the faubourgs downtown from Canal Street where
prosperous whites shared with middle and lower class
blacks a common French or Spanish language, the
Catholic faith, and an Afro-Caribbean culture. Isolation
from the broader American society had preserved this
authentic culture into modern times. It survived
especially among the poor blacks, who maintained the
Caribbean patois that combined French, Spanish, and
African elements in colorful ways and who sustained the
voodoo practices they had brought from SaintDomingue (now Haiti) after the bloody slave revolts
there during the French Revolution.
Hearn depicted members of the white Creole elite as
inward-looking, delicate in their sensibilities, and
immersed in their multi-generational patriarchal
families. What they lacked in mastery of commerce they
more than made up for in the refinement of their
aesthetic sense. A Creole mansion in the Vieux Carré
epitomized these qualities:
An atmosphere of tranquillity and quiet
happiness seemed to envelop the old house.
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. . . Without, roared the Iron Age, the angry
waves of American traffic; within, one heard
only the murmur of the languid fountain, the
sound of deeply musical voices conversing in the
language of Paris and Madrid, the playful
chatter of dark-haired children lisping in sweet
and many-voweled Creole, and through it all,
the soft caressing coo of doves. Without, it was
the year 1879; within, it was the epoch of the
Spanish Domination. A guitar lay upon the
rustic bench near the fountain, where it had
evidently been forgotten, and a silk fan beside
it . . . .”16
Even when Hearn poked fun at certain Creole
practices, he did so on the basis of genuine admiration
and affection. Thus, he shared with his readers a hearty
laugh over the utter lack of privacy in the thin-walled
double houses common throughout the city but at the
same time praised the Creole’s strong communal sense
and the lack of selfish egoism that enabled them to
survive in such dwellings. When he vacationed on
Grande Isle, he was bemused by the decrepit
architecture but deeply impressed with the “absolutely
ancient purity of morals” that prevailed among the local
Creoles.17 Similarly, Hearn took occasional pot-shots at
the Catholic Church in which he had been reared but
was quick to acknowledge that the Catholic world of the
Creoles possessed a warm spirit of love and beauty that
was nonexistent among the cold local Protestants.
Surveying Hearn’s Louisiana from the vantage point
of his later writings on Japan, one recognizes at once the
strong parallels between them. The white Creoles are
presented in almost exactly the same terms he later used
to describe the old samurai families of Matsue. In spite of
their ardent southern temperament, they displayed the
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same “benevolence, sense of duty, simplicity, unselfish
sobriety, contentment, and communal restraint” Hearn
later discovered in traditional Japan. Isolation had
preserved pre-industrial values among the Creoles as it
had in Matsue, imparting to the culture a degree of
continuity that contrasted sharply with everything Hearn
had known in mercantile England and America – the
“West” of his later writings on Japan. Similarly, Hearn’s
account of the intricate folklore of the poorest Creoles of
color anticipates his depiction of the popular mythology
of Japan, even down to its ancestor worship, its “ghosts,”
and its expressive language.
All this Creole life, both white and black, Hearn
found to be under assault, not by a generalized Occident
as was the case in Japan but by the specific Yankee
businessmen and entrepreneurs, both Anglo-Saxon and
German, who inhabited the “uptown” sections of New
Orleans. Individualistic, calculating, and heartless, they
epitomized for Hearn the modern West in its most
depraved form. Creole life embodied a rich continuum
of culture extending back to France, Spain, Africa, and
the Caribbean. By contrast, the world of these Yankees
embodied nothing more noble than the power of money
and commerce.
It was in New Orleans that Hearn first developed his
philosophy of victimhood. “The Northern Thor is
already threatening the picturesque town [of New
Orleans] with an iconoclastic hammer,” he wrote in
words he would later transpose to Matsue.18 The assault
extended to the Caribbean. In a typically dolorous letter
from Martinique, he told how modern European musical
instruments were consigning the traditional drums and
flutes to oblivion.19 The raw power of modernity was
attacking authentic folkways wherever they still existed.
Because the forces of change had both money and
demography on their side, it was only a matter of time
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before they would extinguish completely the Creoles and
their ancient culture. This conviction filled all his
writings on Louisiana and the West Indies with a
hovering mood of death. In fact, everything he wrote
about the passing of “fairy Japan” he had written earlier
in describing the doomed Creole worlds of Louisiana
and the West Indies.
This preoccupation with death began the moment
Hearn’s train from Cincinnati crossed into Louisiana:
I never beheld anything so beautiful and so sad.
When I saw it first – sunrise over Louisiana – the
tears sprang to my eyes. It was like young
death . . . .20
Later, as he was about to depart the quaint and ruinous
city21 of New Orleans he rued that:
The city of my dreams, bathed in the gold of
eternal summer, and perfumed with the
amorous odors of orange flowers, has vanished
like one of those phantom cities of Spanish
America, swallowed up centuries ago by
earthquakes, but reappearing at long intervals to
deluded travelers. What remains is something
horrible, like the tombs here . . . .”22
Hearn’s terror in the face of modernity was so great
that he often depicted it as a savage force of nature.
While on Grande Isle he heard of a beautiful
neighboring island, l’Isle Dernière, that had been swept
away in a hurricane thirty years earlier. One of his most
poignant stories, Chita, describes the dying moments of
this once bright and peaceful little Creole world. Hearn’s
beloved town of St. Pierre was built on solid rock but
every page of Two Years in the West Indies exudes the
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author’s sense of foreboding. This turned out to be
prescient, for thirteen years after he left Martinique a
volcanic eruption buried St. Pierre, turning it into a kind
of tropical Pompeii. Reacting to this news from Japan,
Hearn mourned that “Never again will sun or moon
shine upon the streets of that city . . . never again will its
gardens blossom . . . except in dreams.”23
New Orleans, l’Isle Derniere, St. Pierre, Japan – in
each case, the sweet old world dies, leaving behind only
a romantic dream of its former existence. Hearn did not
live to hear that only twenty years after his visit to
Grande Isle that idyllic realm, too, with its “absolutely
ancient purity of morals,” would be wiped from the face
of the earth by a hurricane. This would not have
surprised him.
For all the anticipations of his later account of Japan
in his writings on Louisiana, Hearn acknowledged the
vast cultural gulf separating the two worlds. Some of the
differences between them were of degree, as, for
example, the greater hold of the supernatural in the
religious life of Louisiana and the stronger emphasis on
the family in Japan. Others reflected more basic splits.
The unexpected element of sternness and ferocity Hearn
discovered in the Japanese character had no counterpart
among the more resigned Creoles. Thanks to this asset,
Japan as a nation could expect to thrive in the modern
world, whatever the fate of its traditional values.
An even sharper juxtaposition to which Hearn
returned again and again was between the chaste
Japanese and the more erotic culture of the Creoles. The
real contrast, of course, was between Japan and the
West, and in this one area he found it convenient to
blend Louisiana and the Caribbean into a generalized
West inhabited by “a race of sexually starved beings,
frantic with nymphomania and all forms of
erotomania . . . .”24 Whether or not this was an accurate
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characterization of Louisianians, West Indians,
Westerners as a group, or solely of Hearn himself, it bore
directly on the important difference of temperament he
found between the Caribbean and Japanese worlds.
Observing that “There isn’t any fire here,” Hearn
described Japan as “all soft, dreamy, quiet, pale, faint,
gentle, hazy, vapoury.” No wonder the Caribbean world
never lost its hold on him. “Ah, the tropics,” he
exclaimed, “they still pull at my heart strings. Goodness!
My real field was there.”25
However noteworthy these differences, they pale
before the striking parallels between the way Hearn
depicts the fate of Creole Louisianians and of the bearers
of Asian values in Japan. He saw each as a paradise of
beauty and mutual sharing under assault from a
materialistic world of aggressive egoism. As a true
romantic, Hearn sided squarely with the losers. In book
after book, he presented every facet of the vanishing
civilizations of Creole Louisiana and samurai Japan. A
pessimist’s pessimist, he did not invite his readers to rise
up in defense of these victims of Western hubris but
merely to regret their passing in the way we might now
pine over the extinction of a remote tribe in Amazonia
or of a delicate tundra flower in the Artic. Down to his
last years, Hearn did not conceive the possibility of
intervening against this process of destruction and, in this
respect, his romantic heart had a decidedly Darwinian
core. Lacking a way out, his posture was poetical rather
than political. The best outcome Hearn could imagine
was to retard somewhat the inevitable spread of
amorality, violence, and social decay from the West.
To say the least, it is strange that such very different
societies as Louisiana, the West Indies, and Japan should
all have led Lafcadio Hearn to the same conclusions
about the larger social forces at work in his day. One
wonders if he could have summoned the same lyricism,
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the same passionate advocacy, and the same overall
views on his times had Harper’s assigned him not to Japan
but to Baghdad, Algiers, Isfahan, Benares, Samarkand,
Bangkok, or Ninh Binh, all places he dreamed of being
sent to as a correspondent.26 It cannot be denied that the
“chemistry” between Hearn and traditional Japan was
exceptionally favorable, and that the less florid prose
style he was honing at the time of his arrival in
Yokohama was perfectly suited to capture the fragile
moods of gentle Matsue. Yet, in the end, there remains
the strong suspicion that Hearn might have painted the
same picture had he gone not to Japan but to any of the
other ancient non-Western centers he dreamed of
visiting.
Albert Mordell, an early compiler and editor of
Hearn’s writings, once declared flatly that “Japan gave
[Lafcadio Hearn] nothing. He himself, not Japan, is the
interesting subject in his writings on Japan.”27 The same
must also be said of his writings on Louisiana and the
West Indies. There, as in Japan, Hearn invented a new
way of looking at an old society that had often come
under the scrutiny of literary visitors. There, too, he had
an enduring impact on how others perceived the local
society and how the locals viewed themselves. So
strikingly do his observations on New Orleans and St.
Pierre parallel his later writings on Japan as to raise the
question of whether in these places, too, Hearn was
elaborating something deep within himself rather than
simply documenting them to the objective world.
With the benefit of a century’s hindsight, it is clear
that Lafcadio Hearn’s most enduring preoccupation as
both traveler and writer was with his parents, their
relations with each other and to him. His father, Charles
Hearn, was a British army surgeon who was stationed
briefly on the Greek island of Levkas or Lefkada. During
his brief tour there, he fell in love with an illiterate local
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beauty, Rosa Cassimati, got her pregnant, and married
her. After spending only a few months with his bride, he
departed for the West Indies and sent his wife and
newborn son Lafcadio back to his family in Dublin. Rosa
Cassimati Hearn felt utterly abandoned in this cold and
gloomy new environment. Desperate, she left young
Lafcadio with a spinster sister-in-law and fled to her
homeland, where in due course she remarried, raised
another family, and died in an insane asylum. Lafcadio
never saw his beloved mother again and his few
subsequent encounters with his father left him cold and
bitterly resentful.
Here were all the elements of Lafcadio’s lifelong
quest. Born in a beautiful land to a mother descended
from an ancient and aesthetic people, Lafcadio – named
for his native island – traced all life’s joys and all his own
better instincts to his Greek mother. “It is the mother
who makes us,” he declared in a letter to his younger
brother.28 By extension, he held also that all culture and
beauty must be traced to the female and maternal
element. By contrast, his father appeared to Lafcadio as
that cold force from male Northern Europe that tore his
mother from her fair world and eventually destroyed her,
leaving the boy an orphan in a hostile and forbidding
world.
Lafcadio spent his entire life looking for his mother.
From the depths of infant memories he recalled her dark
skin and black eyes. Later, he found this same warm
beauty in Creole eyes that were “large, luminous,
liquidly black, deeply fringed, and their darkness is
strangely augmented by the uncommon depth of the
orbit.”29 After Hearn’s death his Japanese wife recalled
him saying, “I remember my Mama’s face. She was of a
little stature, with black hair and black eyes, like a
Japanese woman.”30 Thus he rediscovered his lost
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mother first among Creole women and then among the
Japanese.
In hard-driving Cincinnati, Hearn immersed himself
in the unscrupulous world of selfishness and aggression
that he associated with his father, the realm of male ego
that had caused his mother’s tragic end. His sole refuge
was with the black cook at his boarding house, a former
slave named Alethea Foley, whom he married and
promptly abandoned.
It was then that he fled to Creole Louisiana which,
in a typical Hearn transposition, became the new
Greece, his mother’s Lefkada. Sensitized by his mother’s
tragedy, Lafcadio was quick to perceive the mortal
danger to this essentially Mediterranean culture posed by
the “uptown” businessmen of New Orleans, whom he
invariably describes with the same set of adjectives –
rigid, efficient, grim, unscrupulous, unpoetic, etc. – he
applied to his British father.
Beyond linking Louisiana with Greece, Hearn
associated the spirit of his Greek mother with the
mulatto women of New Orleans. His mother, after all,
had had what he termed a “dark race-soul.”31 Thus,
when he once visited a local bordello, Hearn was
stunned into a condition of chaste reverence by the sight
of a beautiful Creole woman whose features he
characterized as “faultlessly Greek.” “I ... left before I
had hardly touched her hand,” he confessed.32 In
another striking passage Hearn goes so far as to suggest
that the pan-pipes played by poor Creoles of color in
New Orleans may be the musical descendants, via Africa,
of the syrinx of ancient Greece.33 Thus were black
Creoles linked with his mother’s Mediterranean world.
By such means, Hearn cast every social group in
Louisiana into roles representing members of his own
family and then predicted for each protagonist the same
fate as his mother or father. It is no wonder that Hearn
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could paint his dualistic world of Creoles and Yankees
with such conviction. He was really writing about
himself.
No sooner did Hearn reach Matsue than he
indulged his passion for autobiographical and cultural
transposition anew. Inevitably he cast traditional Japan
as Greece, and the entire West – northern Europe and
America – in the avenging male role of his father. Just as
ancient Greece embodied the pure childhood of
civilization and Lefkada represented his own roots in
that world, Hearn now equated the charm of Japanese
life with the charm of childhood “as simple as early
Greeks.”34 He drew parallels between Japanese music
and that of ancient Greece and between Japanese haiku
and the poems of Sappho who is said to have leaped to
her death from the cliffs at the cape of Lefkada. Against
this background, his decision to adopt the geographical
term “Izumo” as his own first name appears as a
deliberate attempt to transpose his earlier Greek placename (Lafcadio) into the realm of authentic Japan. In
writing about Japan, Hearn reenacts the tragedy of his
own family and projects it onto the screen of human
affairs as a whole.
Playing out his transposed drama to the end, Hearn
predicted the inevitable doom of both Creole Louisiana
and the ancient culture of authentic Japan. He asserted
that “. . . it seems not unlikely that the Latin race will be
squeezed out of existence in the future pressure of
civilization.”35 In Japan, “the most beautiful of race
childhoods is passing into an adolescence which
threatens to prove repulsive.”36 At times, as in these
passages, Hearn presented the passing of childhood and
the death of innocence in both cultures as an
evolutionary process, free from human agency. More
often, however, he personalized it, equating the forces of
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destruction with the ego and will of modern European
males.
At this point, Hearn steps directly into the	
   mise-enscène, replaying his own father’s role both as he actually
lived it and, in the end, as he should have. Lafcadio’s
first replay of Charles Hearn’s life occurred in
Cincinnati, where he abandoned his dark-skinned wife
and departed for a remote tropical world. In Louisiana,
he again lived out his father’s actions by treating
black-eyed beauties and members of the “dark race” as
sex objects towards whom he acknowledged no
obligations whatsoever. Only in Matsue did Hearn relive
his father’s role as it should have been played, e.g., by
settling in Japan/Lefkada, integrating himself into his
wife’s family and culture, and devoting himself to the
upbringing of his children, especially his eldest son
Kazuo. By exercising his will in this way, Hearn not only
overcame the psychological burden of his father’s flight
but he separated himself and his private world from the
larger forces of destruction assailing authentic Japan
from without and within.
Back in Louisiana, Lafcadio Hearn had accepted
evolution, specifically, the philosophy of Herbert
Spencer, as a way of reconciling himself with the
inevitable. Old cultures die, he believed, because they
have a set life span that is part of the natural order of
things. Then he intervened in this process by marrying
into the world of authentic Japan and committing
himself to his children’s welfare. This act of will on
Hearn’s part opened him to the possibility that at least
some elements of the old culture might live on into the
new. With delight, he reported that his Japanese students
were “modest and knightly in manner, for all their
modern knowledge, nor the less reverentially devoted to
their dear old fathers and mothers whose ideas were
shaped in the era of feudalism.”37 He observed this
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particularly with his son, Kazuo, whom he educated in
the modern sciences yet who was deeply imbued with the
ancient values of Matsue and the Koizumi clan.
Thanks to his commitment to his own family, Hearn
discovered the possibility that the future need not negate
the past and that a few of the ancient Japanese virtues
might endure at least in his own family and others like it.
This was to be the story of Japan itself, where the
broader society would be Westernized, modernized, and
hardened beyond recognition, yet where many of the
gentler attitudes and relationships of the past would be
carried forward in the family.
The story of Lafcadio Hearn did not end with this
happy reconciliation. By age fifty, he had become
Yakumo Koizumi the Anglo-Greek samurai, a citizen of
Japan, and the brilliant expounder of the virtues of
authentic Japanese life and of “Asian values” more
generally. But the avenging forces of the modern West
were still at work and, in 1903, they assaulted him with a
personal crisis from which he did not recover.
Tokyo University, one of the seedbeds of Japan’s
modernity, had honored Hearn with an appointment as
Professor of English Literature. Even though he despised
Tokyo, he moved his family there in 1895 and used his
lectures to impart the most humane aspects of Western
letters to the future leaders of his adopted country. But,
in the process of their country’s rapid development,
many educated Japanese had adopted the kind of fierce
nationalism that was burgeoning in the industrialized
West at the time. Aggressive toward foreign enemies and
intolerant of diversity in their midst, Japan’s new
nationalists backed up their tough words with a powerful
army and a well-armed navy.
This new chauvinism made headway in Tokyo
University even before it penetrated the society at large.
When the University’s president decided to purge his
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faculty of foreigners, the name of the professor of English
was at the head of the list. Hearn had assumed that his
Japanese family, his painfully acquired knowledge of the
Japanese language, and his Japanese citizenship would
enable him to blend with his surroundings. “I am
Japanese . . . among Japanese,” he once boasted.38
Instead, they caused him to stand out as a particularly
threatening symbol of Japan’s eroding identity. Using the
Machiavellian pretext that Hearn’s citizenship foreclosed
his right to a foreigner’s high salary, the president fired
him. And then, in a stroke of administrative caprice
worthy of the most cynical academic bureaucrat in the
West, the president denied Professor Koizumi the
sabbatical leave that was due him after eight years of
service.
In the course of nearly a decade and a half in Japan,
Hearn had tried to appreciate the authentic life of that
country from within. He had used insights drawn from
his own childhood and from his long sojourn in
Louisiana and the West Indies to elucidate Japan in a
manner that the Japanese themselves found illuminating.
And in the face of Japan’s growing economic and
military might, he had championed the image of that
country as a gentle victim of Western aggression. “I love
Japan better than any born Japanese,” he confessed.39
These achievements did not prevent Hearn from
falling victim to those Japanese who had learned the
lessons of Charles Hearn’s unscrupulous world all too
well. Student protests on his behalf were to no avail. At
age fifty-three Lafcadio Hearn was a forlorn outsider
once more, only this time there was no Louisiana or
Japan to which he could flee. Eighteen months later, on
September 19, 1904, he died quietly at his Japanese-style
home near the center of booming, Europeanized Tokyo.
The cause of death was a heart attack. Hearn himself, in
his last words, diagnosed it as “sickness of heart.”40
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Humanities by S. Fredrick Starr, entitled “Lafcadio Hearn and His Creole Japan.”)

It is a genuine, and indeed an unusual pleasure to
respond to the request of the Flora Levy Humanities
Series to deliver this eulogy of Edith Rosenwald Stern,
one of the truly grandes dames of American philanthropy
in the second and third quarters of the twentieth
century1, and a living exemplar of that mode of public
and private virtue for the future.2 This dedicatory
address gives me the honor of honoring one of Flora
Levy’s last requests, that Edith Stern be honored by this
foundation in some memorable ceremony. But I must
confess that the pleasure I take in this honoris ac laudis
praemium et monumentum (to use the ancient formula) is
personal - familial - as well as professional. Any historian
doing research in Louisiana cultural history, as I have
been of late, must recognize that Edith Stern is a
uniquely significant patron in the 270-year history of the
cultural life of New Orleans, as well as one of that city’s
most effective and stubbornly courageous crusaders
for interracial social justice, possibly its most
intractable socio-political-economic-cultural problem,
still desperately unresolved. My interest in both Edith
Rosenwald Stern and the Levy Foundation has,
however, a face less stern, more affectionate (though I
trust not merely levitous). My mother was at Newcomb
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with Flora Levy in the 1920s, when that campus was
abloom with a special flowering of artistic and literary
euphoria which richly perfumed the cultural atmosphere
of the city to which Edith came for the first time as a
newly-wed bride. My great-uncle Maurice duQuesnay
was, until
in 1927,
a partner
Stern,
until his
hisdeath
untimely
death
in 1927,of aEdgar
partner
of
Edith’s
husband,
in the
cotton business;
my cousin
Flo
Edgar Stern,
Edith’s
husband,
in the cotton
business;
Coyle
worked
for long
and for
fulfilling
years
at Longue
my cousin
Flo Coyle
worked
long and
fulfilling
years
Vue,
the Sterns’
great
house,
a museum
for the
at Longue
Vue, the
Sterns’
greatnow
house,
now a museum
public’s
pleasure
and
instruction;
and
so
on.
As
I
put
thisI
for the public’s pleasure and instruction; and so on. As
address
together,
I came
to find
put this address
together,
I came
to findit itan
an unusually
sympathique assignment as well as a fittingly solemn
challenge, because of the familiar, even familial frame
within which it was necessary for me to sketch her
portrait.
The great lady we honor this evening was born in
Chicago in May of 1895, and died in New Orleans
before dawn on the 11th of September, 1980. Her
undauntable spirit can still be encountered, some aver –
and not only the superstitious – in her magnificent
house, Longue Vue, which she named for the Hudson
Valley inn in which Edgar Stern had proposed marriage.
She willed that urban estate, frequently and probably –
alas! – accurately described as “the last custom-built
house in America,” to a foundation which keeps open to
the public a Great House that the next generation of
Sterns, mostly not residents of New Orleans, reasonably
hesitated to maintain. Edith was the daughter of Julius
Rosenwald, the incomparable master of American
merchandising who made Sears, Roebuck what it was
without feeling the slightest need to add his entirely
honorable name to that enterprise, and of Augusta
Hammerslough Rosenwald, a mother as benign – and
hence beloved – as she was formidable. Twenty years
ago, Sears employed one out of every 204 employed
Americans; one out of three Americans bought
2
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something at some Sears store or through the catalogue
which was the special product of Julius Rosenwald’s
genius; and the company’s sales ($17 billion) amounted
to 2% of our national GNP.3 Most of this was the doing
of Edith’s dad, an epic hero of the work ethic who also
managed to spend an enormous amount of time with his
five children, routinely sneaking toys and other always
appealing presents to the feet of their beds before they
woke up. His preternatural instinct for what other
people, different in age, estate, and tastes, really yearned
for, made him one of the world’s richest men before his
death in 1932. Before his death, he gave away $63
million dollars, not counting the enormous sums he ‘lost’
by guaranteeing the stock purchases of all Sears
employees, for whom he had already pioneered
America’s most advanced pension fund. To his
contemporaries, Rosenwald’s most startling benefaction
was his massive support of Tuskegee Institute, whose
shaping genius, Booker T. Washington, was a familiar
guest at the Rosenwalds’ Chicago mansion, and of
countless other Negro (as they said in those days) causes
and institutions. Augusta Rosenwald seconded all her
husband’s undertakings, raising the children with
assiduous concern, seeing to it that they did not realize
until the last possible moment that they were even rich,
not to mention spectacularly so. When her husband
asked her to plan the family summer estate, Ravinia, she
saw to it that it was as different as possible for a
plutocratic estate to be from the “feudal” domains (as she
said with ingrained disdain) of the Strausses, Schiffs, and
their ilk up the Hudson Valley. Ravinia was to be just
what its name said: a landscape of ravines, minimally
wrested from nature.
This was no light legacy, potentially more oppressive
for its moral gravity than for its economic dimensions.
And yet Julius and Augusta’s third child and second
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daughter, Edith, embraced its lessons with all the ardor
in her nature. One could argue that human morality is
defined by two forces, disapproval mechanisms and
action impulses. One could argue further that the former
dominates the moral sense and behavior of most
humans. Nothing could have been less true of those two
generations of Rosenwalds. Edith would seem to have
been less prone to disapproval than her parents. Julius
was a teetotaler who allowed no alcoholic spirits in his
house, and washed down the magnificent beef which
only Chicago could produce with grape juice served in
splendid decanters of chased silver and cut crystal.
According to all I’ve read and everyone I’ve heard about
them, Edith and Edgar Stern loved to party; it is true
that his martinis were less dear to him than his
Cuban cigars, but there was little of the Puritan evident
in the demeanor of that dashing couple. Julius and
Augusta were dead set against divorce whatever the
circumstances, but all three of their daughters divorced
sooner or later – Edith sooner, from a young Chicagoan
of dubious motivations and a tendency to domestic
violence no doubt exacerbated (family tradition says) by
a chronic disease of unsympathetic character: so much
for the one major act of youthful rebellion! Yet Edith
revered her mother as passionately as any healthy
mother could desire, and internalized her disgust with
ostentation. She was New Orleans’s “wealthiest person
and its only philanthropist of national note,” as the Vieux
Carré Courier remarked somewhat breathily in November,
1972, but she went to great lengths to disguise and
dissemble her influence.
Perhaps most importantly, Edith maintained
unswervingly her beloved father’s commitment to
making his gifts produce others’ gifts. For daughter as
well as father, benefactions should always be matched,
even if far from equally. This insistence built
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communities of philanthropic commitment, rather than
serving as exercises in ego gratification. The only reason
Julius Rosenwald gave up the anonymous donation,
strongly recommended in the Jewish ethical tradition by
RaMBaM – better known to those of us who do not
belong to that tradition as Maimonides (to Thomas
Aquinas as Rabbi Moses, only somewhat less important
to his system than Aristotle the philosopher, or the
apostle Paul) – was that Andrew Carnegie convinced
him that the well-known donor who gives anonymously
cheats the recipients of his bounty by not using his name
to inspire imitation. So the New Orleans Museum of Art
has a Stern Auditorium, the city has several public
gymnasia and other athletic facilities named for Edgar,
but no name lays claim to that open-handed couple’s
community-enhancing gifts to urban life of its first
television station, WDSU (incidentally, the first television
station in the United States to film live a session of its
state legislature, an experiment no doubt as mutually
chastening as it was historic); or the Royal Orleans
Hotel, a strikingly sensitive rebuilding of what had been
the early city’s grandest hotel, the forum of much of its
artistic life and post Civil-War politics; or the survival
of the New Orleans Symphony, kept alive since its
establishment in 1935 by Stern money (one year’s gift
amounting to half a million dollars); or the Newcomb
Nursery School which Edith organized for progressiveminded parents shortly after she settled into the city; or
Metairie Park Country Day School, all public credit for
which went to Dr. Ralph E. Boothby, the headmaster
she had picked. Edith Stern’s favorite form of gift-giving
was probably her support of talented and deserving
individuals such as the architect of the Royal Orleans
(some commission, early in one’s career!); or Francis
Soyka, the elegant Czech refugee and Olympic tennis
player reduced to total penury by the Nazi invasion of
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his homeland, whom she helped to build a more modest
but highly honorable late-life career in the world of New
Orleans tennis, a small world but an intense one; or
Annabelle Bernard, whose career with the Berlin Opera
was an inevitable consequence of her country’s racial
obsession, and who now renders back, in her mentor’s
style, by teaching singing and by giving lessons in selfesteem and in the value of unremitting effort to lessfavored children and youth; her base for this variant of
philanthropic action is Xavier University, her other alma
mater.
Edith’s father and husband and some of her
descendants were reflexively conservative. Edgar shared
his father-in-law’s distaste for Franklin Roosevelt, and
contributed significantly to the revival of the Republican
Party in Louisiana, as did their friends the Wisdoms and
the Benjamins and even, far less significantly, a cousin or
two of mine who would undoubtedly prefer to
acknowledge little if any kinship to me on that point as
well as others. Edith, by contrast, was an instinctive
liberal, an enthusiastic fan of Adlai Stevenson and John
F. Kennedy as well as Franklin Delano Roosevelt; and
she was a committed supporter of Moon Landrieu even
more than of deLesseps “Chep” Morrison, a backer of
Adrien Duplantier against Victor Schiro. Like most
liberals of her generation, she loathed Richard Nixon
and got used to voting for losing candidates. Her son
Philip, author of a prescient book on the way money
corrupts Congress,4 came to share his mother’s political
tastes. One of my cousins, nameless tonight, described
Edith and Philip as “rabid Democrats,” though she also
went on to say that the keynote of Edith’s philanthropy
was ‘‘that everything she gave, she gave with such
wisdom.”
Edith Stern seems to have thought up and certainly
organized the Broom Brigade that marched up St.
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Charles Street to the old (and beautiful) Gallier-designed
City Hall just before the January, 1946 election that
swept the Old Regulars from office and gave Chep
Morrison his fifteen years of “silk-stocking reform.”
Morrison cultivated Edith assiduously, granting her
immediate access to his phone and office, whatever else
should be on his desk. He had the Creole good looks and
consummate charm of Edith’s husband, but one senses
that she saw through the suave duplicity of Chep’s
notion of reform,5 and preferred later on what she saw as
the candor, and the interracial policy, of Mayor
Landrieu (the father of Louisiana’s current junior
senator), whom some call New Orleans’ “first liberal
mayor.”6
Edith Rosenwald Stern’s most radical political
commitment was to racial equality, especially in
education, long the dream of her far-seeing father.
Always a realist in her analysis of challenges, she took to
heart John Minor Wisdom’s argument that the
determining factor in the South’s racial problem was the
ballot box. Hoping to be named Registrar of Voters for
Orleans Parish after the 1952 election of Gov. Robert
Kennon, she accepted without demur that her
appointment was to him unthinkable, and agreed to
serve as the workhorse in that bureau under the
direction of Mack Dyer, a courtly figurehead. In that
modest capacity she showed her father’s catalogueorganizing talent in making it possible for all qualified
Afro-American residents to vote, and thereby
permanently transformed the city’s politics. So much
corruption did she uncover that the governor assigned a
police escort to protect her and her staff of socialite
volunteers as they did their research.
Another act of political courage was her rescue of
Clay Shaw when Jim Garrison, the district attorney of
Orleans Parish, charged him with conspiracy to
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assassinate president Kennedy, and mounted a trial and
media campaign strongly seasoned with nearly explicit
homophobia. Convinced, despite her attachment to
Kennedy, that Shaw was entirely innocent though an
eminently convenient scapegoat, and aware that the
innuendo-laden accusation would ruin him in every
sense, she not only came to his aid financially and
morally, but arranged honorable employment for the
brief remainder of Shaw’s life.
And yet, despite this magnificent record of generous
and energizing achievement, Edith Rosenwald Stern
died with a sense that her life work had failed. Three
years before she died, she told Leon Harris, her son
Philip’s Harvard classmate:
“We tried to set a pattern here, Edgar and I. We
hoped to change the local way of life, but I think we
failed. Among New Orleans men, there was simply
no tradition of generous giving. Jews usually, but not
always, gave more than the others, but no one gave
seriously. And women gave nothing at all. Southern
women are brought up to be decorative not forceful,
modest not vital. I must have seemed a monster to
them. “7

That remark runs the risk of misinterpretation –
méconnaissance, as Lacan might say. The context
of her life, definitely including her father’s insistence on
collaborative group empowerment as a basic
philanthropic goal, insists that any notion of
transformation
Edith
may
have
entertained
automatically implied collaborative effort to transform
rather than the arrogance that blunt Midwestern
language might suggest. In any case, it is historically
much more interesting to ask why she thought her efforts
had fallen so far short of her hopes.
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Think what it must have been like for this
smart, independent-minded, enormously resentmentprovokingly wealthy young woman raised in earnest
Chicago progressivism with a solid dose of German
finishing schools, to come to New Orleans in the 1920s.
An elder cousin of mine, then also at Newcomb with
Flora Levy, described Edith as “imperious” – a judgment
to be taken seriously, since that cousin embodied
imperiousness better than most people I’ve met.
Another cousin, for long years a columnist on New
Orleans’ feistiest newspaper, demurred; “acerbic,” she
said, would fit Edith better. Yet even A Passion for Sharing,
the official biography commissioned by the Greater
New Orleans Section of the National Council of
Jewish Women and written with reverence by Gerda
Weissmann Klein, a Holocaust survivor who somehow
smiled at life nonetheless, concedes-twice-that “Edith
could be imperious.”8 And no wonder; she had little
choice in her adopted city.
South Louisiana is surely one of this country’s
friendliest regions, and even its Big City, New Orleans,
can be a pretty friendly place to enter, unless one seeks to
join its entrenched Establishment. Edgar was very much
a part of the inner circle, a member of the New Orleans
Country Club despite his Jewishness, a member of that
tiny cadre of Jewish civic leaders who have moved as an
element of that city’s social elite ever since Judah Touro
and Judah P. Benjamin. Edgar called Edith his “Creole
Yankee,” perhaps hopefully, to hasten her assimilation,
but even the Jewish women of his circle resisted her
initiatives for a long time. If the economic historian
Elliott Ashkenazi is correct, the New Orleans Jewish
business community enjoyed an era of exceptional good
feeling between 1840 and 1875, because most of them
came from rural France and Southwest Germany, where
their forbears had typically filled niches appreciated by
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the “feudal” agrarian culture of those parts of Europe.
Transition from “feudal” Alsace to “feudal” Louisiana
was easier and kinder than the shift from rural Poland,
let us say, to Pittsburgh or Chicago.9 The community
fitted in, in Louisiana, and its leaders’ instincts were to
stay that way. Edith threatened that accommodation.
I’m not sure I agree with Ashkenazi’s use of the term
“feudal,” but I am certain that whatever “feudal” should
mean, it does not denote anything about Edith Stern, née
Rosenwald. Petite, shy, although redheaded with all
that’s supposed to indicate, plain of speech and
demeanor, idealistic and smart, she thought hard about
what she faced, and she never stopped trying. No
wonder Edgar and her children gave her the mildly
acerbic but affectionate acronymic nickname RAU, for
“Right As Usual.”
I guess the basic message I want to convey tonight is
that for once, in assessing her public mission as anything
but a deep and abiding success, in and for a place that
badly needed it, Mrs. Stern was not RAU.
For the understated munificence of those six decades
of legacy-shaping generosity, we offer her the thanks of
all those who have come to understand, even at a
distance, that love of humankind which we call
philanthropy, and which she has come to incarnate for
us. Roman emperors were never fully imperial until
acclaimed by the people; may I ask you all to rise and
join your hands in an acclamation richly deserved by
that imperious and warm-hearted lady, Edith Rosenwald
Stern?
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About the Contributors

Jeremy duQuesnay Adams, a native of New
Orleans, descended from some of its earliest settlers,
went to Jesuit High School in that city (class of 1951),
then attended Georgetown College (1951-53), graduated
from Harvard College (A. B., 1955), and returned for
graduate school (A. M., 1961 and Ph.D. in history,
1967); he taught there (1962-66) and at Yale (1966-74);
and he has been a professor of history at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas since 1974. He has also
taught temporarily at St. Mary’s Dominican College, at
Loyola University (both in New Orleans), and with
Southern Methodist University’s programs in Oxford,
Paris, Madrid, and Toledo.
Frederick Starr is the author of four books on
New Orleans, as well as two dozen books on the history,
culture, and politics of Central Asia, the Caucasus,
and Russia. He began his career as an archaeologist in
Turkey, and subsequently founded the Kennan Institute
for Advanced Russian Studies in Washington and the
Central Asia-Caucasus Institute in Washington and
Stockholm. He served as vice-president of Tulane
University, president of Oberlin College and of the
Aspen Institute, and founded the Greater New Orleans
Foundation in New Orleans. His most recent book, Lost
Enlightenment: Central Asia’s Golden Age, is being translated
into ten languages.
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